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Finances 
As foreshadowed in last yearʼs Annual Report, we have proceeded to begin funding the 
annual admin costs of running EGFA by a second donation to EGFA form the Gray family 
philanthropic Fund.  This amounts to $31,200 per year, and show up clearly in the P&L 
statement in the annual Financials attached.  This amount is still less than the actual costs 
(around $35-40,000 pa) but we are not comfortable in taking any more payment than this 
amount.  

Judith and I are relieved that this allows us to maintain the commitment to people 
who donate to EGFA - that their donations will go to project costs, not admin costs - which 
are still be absorbed by our family, but now via our philanthropic fund instead of our family 
publishing business.

Projects completed
In 2017-18 we completed four projects, as the Australian dollar has stayed low, and the 
average project cost increases.  The cost increase is mainly because we are completing 
way more ambitious installs than previously.  Most projects now include a 240 volt inverter 
to run medical equipment, whereas previously we were installing only lighting.  We are 
also installing much larger battery banks and solar arrays to run the inverters.  This 
change has made a massive improvement to the quality of our installations and - as all 
directors have noted - it is a very satisfying improvement in our work.

48th project - Kuibhir Health Post and Birthing Center, Okhaldhunga
100AH solar batteries – 4 Pc
Charge Controller 45A-24V–1 Pc
US$2382

49th project - Nachabatase Health Post and Birthing Center, Solukhambu
Solar panel x 80 watts - 8 Pc
150AH solar batteries – 2 Pc
LED Lights – 12 Pcs.
Charge Controller 45A-24V–1 Pc
Inverter 1.4KVA/24 VDC – 1Pc
US$3768

50th project - Ghamrang Health Post for Possible Telemedicine Program, Lamjung
Solar panel x 100 watts - 8 Pc
150AH solar batteries – 2 Pc
LED AC Lights – 8 Pcs.
Charge Controller 45A-24V–1 Pc
Inverter 2KVA/24 VDC – 1Pc
US$4081

51st project - Salija Health Post and Birthing Center, Jaljala Rural Municipality, 
Parbat District
Solar panel x 100 watts - 8 Pc
150AH solar batteries – 2 Pc



LED AC Lights – 8 Pcs.
Charge Controller 45A-24V–1 Pc
Inverter 2KVA/24 VDC – 1Pc
US$4026

TEAM Nepal
for the ninth year, EGFA has paid the annual running costs of the children's home after 
asking TEAM Nepal questions about its annual budget.  

We maintain regular contact with TEAM Nepal.
TEAM Nepal continue to host visits from study groups from the National Geographic 
Society in the USA, which has chosen the home as a model of aid development.

We remain certain that the home is running superbly.  There is a lot of love and 
motivation to see all 23 children succeed with their educations, prosper emotionally and 
physically, and to feel safe and secure in their home.

Future
I am happy with the way we are maintaining the projects and operations of EGFA, and 
delighted with the prompt and regular support form our Board of directors.


